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More than any other subject, students name math as the course they find most difficult in school.
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By connecting math concepts to something the students are already interested in, they’re able to create mental models that ground the math in intuitive, visual 
understanding. 
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My thesis is a web resource that introduces middle schoolers (ages 11-13) to the math behind an image, using convolution matrices to create customizable image filters.
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symbolicspacial

How do you bridge the symbolic and the spatial.

there are many examples of this scenario in the world. for example,
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symbolicspacial

How is this also this?  
How do you explain that. Another example,
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schooloutside of 
school

How is this also this?  
How do you explain that. 

how to express an idea that has not one but TWO true, yet parallel forms?
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schooloutside of 
school

One way is to just provide both forms and the rest is on you to make the connection. But i wondered if there were more sophisticated ways to achieve this connection…

took a look at what others had to say. 
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And i realized
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= As you may imagine, this leaves room for infinite creative possibilities.  
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How do images go from  
this to this?
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How do images go from  
this to this?
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How do images go from  
this to this?
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I finally found a potential sweet spot between spatial and symbolic in…
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numbers pixels

image processing.

This area of research serves as a great intro to advanced mathematical ideas,

often building upon basic concepts - as math tends to do. And (image processing) is becoming more prevalent in daily life as more digital images enter our methods of 
communication and expression.



Target Audience

11-13 year olds
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context: The Common Core State Standards Initiative pushed matrices to the High School math curriculum two years ago.

- so its seen on the advanced side for middle schoolers
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NORC at the University of Chicago. "New 
survey: Snapchat and Instagram are most 
popular social media platforms among 
American teens: Black teens are the most 
active on social media and messaging apps." 
ScienceDaily. www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2017/04/170421113306.htm 
(accessed March 12, 2018).

digital natives / (13 and up) favor social media platforms and are now most likely to use Instagram and Snapchat.
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NORC at the University of Chicago. "New 
survey: Snapchat and Instagram are most 
popular social media platforms among 
American teens: Black teens are the most 
active on social media and messaging apps." 
ScienceDaily. www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2017/04/170421113306.htm 
(accessed March 12, 2018).

the thing that secretly bridges these two things (matrices and social media platforms) is that they both play well with images.

Specifically, image filters. lets see how its been done:



Precedents

start with a 3x3 matrix (kernel) of integers (neg or pos),

multiply it with values of 9 corresponding pixels from an image

the middle pixel receives the average sum or product of these 9 pixels as its new value

apply the 3x3 matrix so every pixel receives a new value 
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How have convolution matrices been illustrated before?

Lets look at two pre-existing web resources



LiveSlide Site
http://immersivemath.com/ila/ch06_matrices/ch06.html

online textbook - lots of text

advanced level, college

notice ‘Interactive Illustration’ - youtube explanation + demo

Takeaway (just looking at the Interactive Illustration):  
Simple concept shouldn’t need this much explaining




LiveSlide Site
http://setosa.io/ev/image-kernels/

data viz feel

sleek, straightforward graphics

imgs grayscale :(

Takeaway:  
Great for quickly getting idea, not fun to explore.
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challenge to find more visual examples of math
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Why use web / tech in general?

Lenhart, Amanda, Pew Research Center, April 2015, “Teen, Social Media and Technology Overview 2015”

- Accessibility: although IG and snapchat feel popular, studies show that lower-income kids use it less

- Better suited for complexity 
(dynamic changes and feedback)
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now show
May 5thMar 13th April 15th

develop story  
mode
zoom feature
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